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Explaining recommendations enables users to understand whether recommended items are relevant to their needs and has been shown
to increase their trust in the system. More generally, if designing explainable machine learning models is key to check the sanity and
robustness of a decision process and improve their efficiency, it however remains a challenge for complex architectures, especially
deep neural networks that are often deemed "black-box". In this paper, we propose a novel formulation of interpretable deep neural
networks for the attribution task. Differently to popular post-hoc methods, our approach is interpretable by design. Using masked
weights, hidden features can be deeply attributed, split into several input-restricted sub-networks and trained as a boosted mixture
of experts. Experimental results on synthetic data and real-world recommendation tasks demonstrate that our method enables to
build models achieving close predictive performances to their non-interpretable counterparts, while providing informative attribution
interpretations.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years, deep neural networks have been successfully used in a wide range of fields to predict, classify, recommend
and generate content, often achieving state-of-the-art results. However, understanding the behaviour of such modern
machine learning models remains a challenge compared to simpler methods with transparent computation processes
(e.g. linear regressions or decision trees).
Yet, explainability is needed in many fields where the sanity, robustness and fairness of a decision has to be
checked, for instance in the medical field, autonomous driving or business analytics, hampering the adoption of
those highly-performing models. In the field of recommender systems, although providing explanations is not a
necessity, it has been widely shown to improve users satisfaction and trust in the system [17, 40, 42]. The use of neural
networks does not consistently lead to an improvement in recommendation [8], but their ubiquity across various recent
methods [14, 15, 18, 27, 28, 37, 44] brings us to the study of neural networks interpretability.
In particular, real-world applications often come with the hardship of taking into account implicit signals [20]
from users, namely signals with a broad semantic, that indirectly reflect inaccessible, high-level or conceptual data,
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as personal tastes of users or specific contexts. Neural networks can provide a way to model the complex, sometimes
multimodal, nature of such implicit signals. As an example, for the implicit sequential skip prediction challenge in music
streaming sessions1, traditional models have been outmatched in favour of deep-network-based approaches [6, 12, 50].
Interpretation was not particularly studied is the latter works, however, we argue that producing interpretations is
beneficial to our understanding of the studied implicit signals, which may allow to wittily leverage implicit users
feedback in recommender systems by making them more explicit.
In this paper, we study the interpretation of implicit signals through the lens of feature attribution: the behaviour
of a model is simplified to the knowledge of the input dimensions that are primarily used to make a prediction. Indeed,
attribution is relevant for implicit signals to unveil their underlying nature. In the example of skip prediction, it enables
to discriminate between the case of a user disliking a song because of its music content, and another exploring the
catalog and thus quickly skipping through content, which should be interpreted as distinct feedbacks by a recommender
system. This simple dichotomy is crucial for music streaming services to refine user music profiles and is currently
underexploited due to the implicitness of skips. If attribution is straightforward with linear models, it is more difficult to
trace the origin of a prediction through usually multi-layered neural networks.
We propose the formulation of a novel class of deep neural networks that are intrinsically interpretable in term of
feature attribution. In detail, by using mask constraints in linear layers, we define a deep structured neural network
that allows to trace for every neuron what input data its computation is based on. This allows to emulate several
expert sub-networks, each based on a specific restriction of the input. Experts are constrained to be residuals of
simpler available experts in order to enforce sparsity. This mixture of expert is then jointly trained using a Generalised
Expectation-Maximisation (GEM) algorithm. For inference, our network both produces a prediction and an attribution
estimation. This method can be applied to make many modern deep architectures interpretable (e.g. Transformer).
Our contributions are the following:
• We formulate a way to make deep neural networks architecture interpretable while achieving almost similar
performances as their non-interpretable counterpart for several recommendation tasks ;
• we derive a fast joint training algorithm for this novel architecture inspired by boosting ;
• we demonstrate the effectiveness of our model on the prediction and interpretation of implicit signals and its
application for the real-world task of sequential skip prediction.
If our method was designed with implicit signals and recommendation in mind, it is not limited to them and could be
applied to a broad class of attribution tasks. It should also be noted that our intrinsically interpretable method does not
preclude the use of popular post-hoc methods and both approaches can complement each other.
2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Interpretability for deep neural networks
Interpretability in machine learning is an expanding research field that encompasses many different methods. A popular
branch of interpretability aims at providing a post-hoc analysis on how the output of a model is related to its input
data. This is the case of the LIME method [33], that locally computes a linear model of a trained black-box model, thus
providing a simplified explanation of how each input dimension influences the predicted target label for a given input
space region. With the same idea, DeepRED [51] uses decision trees as the simplified proxy model, allowing to interpret
a deep model as a composition of extracted rules. Going further, methods such as DeepLIFT [38], LRP [3] and other
1 See WSDM Skip Prediction Challenge: https://aicrowd-design.netlify.app/template-challenge-overview
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saliency methods [36, 39, 41, 49] or game-theory-based SHAP [30] can interestingly propagate feature importance
values throughout the layers of a deep model, yielding interpretability up to a neuron-wise granularity. Another branch
of interpretability is focused on the elaboration of explanation-producing models. This can be done in a supervised
manner as in [16, 25] when data about the desired output explanation are available and well-posed, allowing to
produce high-level explanations that are more human understandable, or in an unsupervised manner using intrinsically
interpretable model. Intrinsic interpretability is a desirable property for high stakes decision models [34], but also for
researchers to inspect, understand and improve how neural network components manipulate data. This is for instance
the case of the attention mechanism and its extended multi-head attention module [45], widely used in natural language
processing tasks, that reveals the specialisation of heads into different classes of reading mechanisms for words in a
sentence [46], or atoms in a molecules to form chemical patterns [31]. Using information theory, InfoGAN [7] learns
to disentangle latent representations during training, making them interpretable and manipulable. The information
bottleneck principle [43] is also a promising concept for interpretability that was successfully used in [35] for feature
attribution. Using this taxonomy, our method is an intrinsic interpretation method focused on the attribution problem.
We do not assume to have access to target explanations, making the interpretability task unsupervised. Differently
from information-theoretic and variational methods, we do not require priors on the attributions, allowing to solve a
broader class of attribution problems (see section 3.1). We additionally leverage the natural interpretation power of
multi-head attention modules in our chosen deep models, though not being limited to it.
2.2 Selection
Our attribution method is related to generalised additive models [13] that model a function as a sum of univariate
sub-functions. This formulation is intrinsically interpretable as the contribution of each input feature can be assessed
by inspecting corresponding univariate functions. Going further, pairwise interactions can be added, as in [29]: freezing
trained univariate functions, the authors add bivariate functions that are trained on residual points in a boosting-like
manner [10]. In this spirit, our method extends [29] to any multivariate functions. However, residuality is replaced by
general gating functions on classification confidence of child functions with fewer input variables. This formulation
is closely related to the mixture of experts [23, 24], allowing us to train our model jointly instead of iteratively as in
[29]. Our formulation of ensemble learning is also reminiscent of subset selection [11]. To avoid the high combinatorial
number of best subset candidates, we restrict their space to a reasonable cardinality using human knowledge.
2.3 Structured networks
We use a judiciously structured deep neural network to emulate several deep sub-networks acting as our different
multivariate experts. Our original inspiration comes from YOLO [32], a paramount model in the object detection
literature. Interestingly, the network outputs several candidates bounding boxes and self-confidence scores, only one
predictor is then selected, leading to a specialisation of predictors to specific classes of objects, as reported by the
authors. In [46], the authors also report a natural specialisation of different components of a multi-attention module. Our
method aims at inducing this specialisation to predefined input subsets of interest for interpretability. We manipulate
and route neurons by blocks, which can be related to capsule networks [19]. Cunningly structuring a neural network
has indeed been demonstrated to produce intrinsic interpretability, as in the recent RPGAN [47]. However, the routing
process is fixed in our method as interpretation subsets are hyper-parameters in this work. We have explored the use of
dynamic subsets, which draws our structured network architecture closer to the latter methods, but leave it out of the
scope of this paper.
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3 PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, we introduce the different building blocks of our method. An overview is given in figure 1.
Fig. 1. Method overview An input x is partitioned into coherent groups of features {X1, ...XN }, combined into subsets of interest
for interpretation {S1, ...SH }, then fed to a structured neural network that preserves subset dependence, the output of which is
combined in a mixture-of-expert manner to provide a prediction y . Additionally, sub-networks specialised on each interpretation
subset can be accessed to provide an attribution vector to interpret the origin of the prediction.
3.1 Problem formulation
We consider the supervised classification setting where x ∼ X ∈ Rn is the input random variable and y ∼ Y ∈ {0, 1}
its target label, our model fθ : x 7→ y maps the sample of X to Y and is parametrised by θ . In this paper, we restrict our
study to the binary case for Y , but our method can be extended to the multi-class and continuous case with little effort,
but because the latter settings need additional discussion and experiments, we leave them for future work. Parallel to
the classification task, we want our model to solve an attribution task by yielding interpretation masks for its inputs
that highlight the features that were the most relevant to make the prediction. We introduce a random mask variable
m ∼ M that takes values in a finite spaceM ⊂ {0, 1}n and depends on X such that: we want (a) the model to be
able to accurately predict Y from X ◦M , where ◦ denotes the Hadamard product, while (b) havingM as sparse as
possible. We do not assumeM to be observable, making it a latent variable for our model.
The way we choose to solve the attribution problem is by considering different restrictions of the input X ◦ M ,
and feeding them into several sub-models fmθ (experts). We then average expert predictions by introducing several
associated selection functions αmθ that activate different experts depending on the input:
fθ (x) =
∑
m∈M
αmθ (x ◦m)fmθ (x ◦m)/
∑
m∈M
αmθ (x ◦m) (1)
This latter ensemble technique is closely related to the mixture of experts [23, 24], but with input restrictions.
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Our objective is to (a) find a maximum solution for the likelihood pθ (y |x) =
∑
m∈M pθ (y |x ,m)pθ (m |x), and (b)
ensure the sparsity ofm by design. As detailed in section 3.3.4, we will maximise the likelihood using GEM [4], which
involves the incremental update of the following conditional expectation Q:
Q(θ ,θold) = Ex∼X ,y∼Y [
∑
m∈M
pθold (m |x) lnpθ (y |x ,m)] (2)
The posterior distribution pθ (M |X ) is modelled by the selection functions αmθ . Depending on the problem, the marginal
likelihood pθ (y |x ,m) has to be modelled in different ways, we derive Q in the binary case with standard assumptions [4]:
pθ (y |x ,m) ∼ B(fmθ (x ◦m)) (3)
argmax
θ
Q = argmin
θ
E
∑
m∈M
αmθold
(x ◦m)BCE(y, fmθ (x ◦m)) (4)
where BCE stands for Binary Cross-Entropy. In the following sections we develop the different terms of equation (4): in
section 3.2 we prune the mask candidates spaceM, we then study the computation of αmθ to enforce the sparsity ofM
by design in section 3.3 and finally we detail the architecture of fmθ in section 3.4.
3.2 Latent space reduction
Our formulation requires to sum likelihoods conditioned on the spaceM of all candidate interpretation masks. However,
the number of mask is exponential with the n dimensions of X , making the computation intractable for realistic values
of n. The working hypothesis of this paper is that we do not need to consider all possible masks forM .
Our first approximation consists in considering that the masks are group-sparse [21]. Feature attribution can indeed
lack robustness by yielding noisy or incoherent subset of features that act as adversarial solutions to the interpretability
task and make them less human-understandable [1]. Only allowing group-sparsity of coherent subsets of features
mitigates the effect by regularising the allowed solutions. We thus partition X into N disjoint subsets X = {X1, . . .XN }.
In the example skip prediction attribution task we have mentioned in the introduction, we could partition the input
space into interaction features (X1) versus musical features (X2) to understand the origin of a skip feedback.
In practical applications, we often know the structure ofM and the sparsity patterns we can obtain [22, 48]. In such
cases, we can further prune the set of mask candidates to only match consistent patterns. We denote S, the
resulting subset of size H of all possible combinations of subsets Xi : S = {S1, . . . SH } ⊂ P(X), with P the powerset.
With the previous example of skip prediction, if we had further splitmusical features into genre (X2) andmood estimation
(X3), it would be coherent to consider the subsets {X2}, {X3}, and the aggregated {X2,X3} musical features.
Doing so, instead of summing on a space of size 2n for p(m |x), we assume we can work with a reasonable number
H ≪ 2n of masks-by-block candidates for interpretations. Of course, X and S can be manually tuned to obtain coarser
or finer level of interpretability. In the following sections, we denoteM = {m1, . . .mH } the interpretation masks we
assume given and fixed and isomorphic to a given S through the relation X ◦mi = Si .
3.3 Selection functions
3.3.1 Toy examples. To fix ideas, a bidimensional toy example with four input clusters is given in figure 2. We have
illustrated a solution with two univariate experts, i.e. S = {S1, S2} = {{X1}, {X2}}: each predicts two separable clusters
and their respective selection function have low values where the remaining clusters are mixed. A bivariate expert
(S3 = {X1,X2}) can also solve the task (fig. 3), but in order to have the sparsestM ,we would favour the first solution
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and have a zero-selection on the bivariate expert. In figure 4, we add four outer clusters to example (a) that are not
separable when projected on X1 nor X2. In this case, the new clusters have to be attributed to the bivariate expert. A
single bivariate expert could solve the whole task alone, but in order to get the sparsest maskM , denoting the minimal
required input features to make a correct prediction in a specific part of the input space, using univariate experts is
sufficient for the central clusters.
Fig. 2. Toy example (a) (a) Input data with four clusters with 1 labels in red and 0 labels in blue ; (b) restricted input data on the two
dimensions X1 and X2 ; (c) expected learned expert classification functions in black and selection functions in colours with high
values where the clusters are separable ; (d) resulting attribution with in purple an univariate expert based on X1 and in green an
expert based on X2.
Fig. 3. Bivariate solution for toy example (a), with expected
classification function in black and selection function in orange.
Fig. 4. Toy example (b) (a) Input data that add four clusters to
the first toy problem ; (b) expected resulting attribution where
the outer clusters are attributed to a new third expert based on
{X1, X2 } in orange.
3.3.2 Boosting. In the general case, S is composed of many potentially overlapping subsets. We can represent subsets
and experts with a directed acyclic graph (DAG) defined as the Hasse diagram of the subsets partially ordered by
inclusions [2]: simple experts with few variables are children of parent experts of growing input support. The same
way we select univariate experts over the bivariate expert in the toy example, the sparsity constraint means that the
selection of a child subset should induce the deselection of parent subset it is included in. We ensure this
property by design in a boosting-like manner: for each sample, we try to select an expert restricted to the smallest set
of features, then, if it is not selected, we move to a parent expert.
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To allow training with a gradient-descent method, we consider a stochastic relaxation of the selection of the expert.
We introduce the parametric functions дiθ : Si → [0, 1]. We then define the selection functions recursively:
(1) Atomic subsets: For all Si ∈ S such that ∀Sj ∈ S \ Si , Sj 1 Si , then α iθ (x) = дiθ (x ◦mi ) ;
(2) Mixed subsets: For the remaining subsets, we introduce the notation ω(i) = {j |Sj ⊊ Si } for the set of strictly
included subsets and α iθ (x) = дiθ (x ◦mi )
∏
j ∈ω(i)(1 − дjθ (x ◦mj ))
By induction, the functions α i we design satisfy the following properties:
(1) Probability: α i ∈ [0, 1]
(2) Input restriction dependence: α i is entirely conditioned on Si , and is thus blind to eventual parent subsets
(3) Deselection induced by children: α i ≤ ∏j ∈ω(i)(1 − дjθ )
3.3.3 Parametrisation using a neural network. There are many possible choices for f iθ and д
i
θ . In the rest of the paper,
we study the use of deep neural networks, that have good generalisation capabilities, and their specific adaptation to
our interpretation framework. Let us denote F iθ a deep neural network function restricted on Si .
For the binary problems, we propose to use a tanh function on the output layer. Then, we use the joint definition:
f iθ (x) = (F iθ (x) + 1)/2 (5) дiθ (x) = |F iθ (x)| (6)
The neural network output simultaneously makes a prediction forY and its absolute value indicates a confidence value
for selection as an expert. We experimentally found that for inference, using дiθ (x) = F iθ (x)2 or дiθ (x) =
2 |F iθ (x ) |p
1+ |F iθ (x ) |p−1
also
worked well to dampen noisy values around 0 then smoothly increasing selection importance for stronger predictions.
3.3.4 Training. We could sequentially maximise the likelihood for each expert with subsets of increasing cardinality,
or even group independent subsets for fewer training phases, as in [29] where all univariate functions are trained in
parallel before bivariate functions. This approach can be time-consuming, especially with neural networks as experts.
Instead, we train all experts in parallel using EM. However, with neural networks, we do not have a tractable
solution for argmaxθ Q(θ ,θold). This issue is addressed by GEM by substituting the maximisation with an incremental
update of Q. The training of our models follows two alternating steps:
(1) E-step Evaluate pθ old (mi |x) = α iθ old (x ◦mi ) = |F
i
θ old
(x ◦mi )|∏j ∈ω(i)(1 − |F jθ old (x ◦mj )|), which weights the
sample x differently for each expert with a deselection for parents ;
(2) Generalised M-step Perform a gradient-step update: θnew = θold + η ∂Q∂θ (θ ,θold), with η the learning rate.
Following the derivation of Q in equation (4), and using equation (5), we have:
∂Q
∂θ
(θ, θold) = −Ex∼X ,y∼Y
[ ∑
m∈M
αmθold (x ◦m)
∂BCE
∂θ
(
y,
Fmθ (x ◦m) + 1
2
)]
(7)
The M-step can be easily implemented in modern deep learning libraries to propagate the updates through the layers
of the experts Fmθ . In the next section, we detail their architecture.
3.4 Making neural networks interpretable
So far, we have only considered the H experts as being distinct entities. We show that assuming that the collections (f iθ )
and (дiθ ) are based on a neural network functions (F iθ ), everything can be grouped into a single deep neural network.
We formulate such neural network by induction, assuming the conventional multi-layered architecture that alternates
linear layers and activation functions. We then extend our method to a broader class of deep models.
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3.4.1 One-layer neural network. We assume that functions (F iθ ) have a single linear layer with an activation function σ :
F iθ (x) = σ (W i0 (x ◦mi )) = σ (W˜ i0 x) (8)
We suppose we have added a scalar 1 to the input x to account for bias when multiplying by matrix (W i0 ) to simplify
notations. W˜ i0 corresponds to matrixW
i
0 with null columns at the indices wheremi is null, i.e. toW
i
0 ◦mi with the
Hadamard product applied row by row. Then, we can stack the matrices and define Fθ (x):
Fθ (x ) =
[
F 1θ (x )... FHθ (x )
]T
= σ
( [
W˜ 10 ... W˜
H
0
]T
x
)
= σ (W˜0x ) (9)
We identify Fθ as an overarching single-layer neural network with activation σ and matrix parameter W˜0. The latter
matrix is typically sparse because of the masks (mi ) successively applied on each row and can be efficiently implemented
using a weight constraint in standard deep learning libraries. We have shown the base case: using masks, we can
create one-layer networks for which the output dependencies to interpretation subsets can be traced. We
must now prove by induction that it can be extended to several stacked layers.
3.4.2 Multi-layer neural network. When functions (F iθ ) are multi-layered neural networks with K layers, activation
functions σk , matrices parametersW ik and hidden layer output h
i
k on layer k , where h
i
K ≜ F
i
θ , we have by definition:
hi0(x) =σ0(W i0 (x ◦mi )) = σ0(W˜ i0 x) (10)
hik+1(x) =σk (W ikhik (x)) ∀k ∈ [0..K − 1] (11)
Our goal is to define overarching hidden layers hk that are conditioned on the corresponding restriction Si for k > 0:
hk =
[
x ◦m1 → h1k (x) . . . x ◦mH → hHk (x)
]T
(12)
Let us assume we have already built interpretable hidden layers up to layer k . As in the case of the first layer, we would
like to define a masked matrixWk such that hk+1(x) = σk (Wkhk (x)), while preserving the correct input dependencies.
A first approach is to defineWk as a diagonal by blocks with submatricesW ik :
hk+1(x ) =

σk (W 1kh1k (x ))
.
.
.
σk (W Hk hHk (x ))

= σk
©­­­­«

W 1k 0 ... 0
.
.
.
.
.
.
0 ... 0 W Hk


h1k (x )
.
.
.
hHk (x )

ª®®®®¬
= σ (Wkhk (x )) (13)
We would again use a masked matrix with sparse parameters and it would be equivalent to having H neural networks
trained in parallel but yet remaining independent from one another because the hidden features of each expert is only
used in the computation of its corresponding upper hidden layer features.
However, we do not change the desired property of dependencies by also allowing to compute the hidden layer
hik+1 using h
j
k for all j ∈ ω(i). We thus rather defineWk with non-null blocksW
i, j
k everywhere Sj ⊂ Si :
Wk =

1S1⊂S1W
1,1
k . . . 1Sj ⊂S1W
1, j
k . . .
...
...
1S1⊂SHW
H,1
k . . . 1Sj ⊂SHW
H, j
k . . .
 (14)
An example of such added links is given in the overview figure 1.
The last step to be able to train this network using a gradient-descent-based algorithm is to prevent back-
propagation before matrix blocksW i, jk for i , j. Otherwise, the dependency is not preserved since child classifiers
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indirectly depend from their parents during training. This can be easily implemented in Tensorflow using a copy
function as stop_gradient. We have then recursively defined an interpretable multi-layered neural network.
3.4.3 Extension. In previous sections, we have formulated a simple way to create interpretable linear layers using
masked matrices. Then, applying additional activations or element-wise operations (e.g. skip connection, normalisation,
...) does not change the dependency of each sub-network F iθ on its restriction Si . We can also apply functions along
a time dimension to extend our method to sequences of inputs: as long as we process together hidden features
computed using the same expert (i) or its child experts (j ∈ ω(i)), we do not change the restricted input dependency.
An interesting case is the Transformer model [45] or its variants [9], that have been recently popularised across
many fields, often achieving state-of-the-art results. Those models leverage multi-head attention modules taking as
input a query (q), key (k) and value (v):
headh (q,k,v) = DotProductAtt(qW qh ,kW kh ,vW vh ) (15)
MultiHead(q,k,v) = ConcatPh=0(headh )W o (16)
Defining P as a multiple of H , we partition the heads into several groups that act as experts. With the same procedure
as before, we constraint parametersW q ,W k ,W v ,W o to be masked matrices to obtain an interpretable multi-head
attention module. The remaining building blocks of the Transformer are element-wise functions or can be made
interpretable, allowing to formulate an interpretable Transformer model.
Other deep architectures can be made interpretable using the same principle. We have derived an interpretable
gated recurrent units network during our experiments. A bit of thinking can be required to correctly link each
sub-function correctly in complex cases, for instance when using multiple heterogeneous inputs. Several implementation
examples can be found on this paper code repository for more details 2.
4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We evaluate our method with the following research questions:
• RQ1 Do our deep interpretable models perform as well as their non-interpretable counterpart? (completeness)
• RQ2 Are the provided interpretation relevant? (interpretability)
Interpretation is task-dependent, we thus study several implicit signals prediction tasks to see how our method fares
in various settings: on toy example (b) for which target attributions are available, on a collaborative filtering task using
the MovieLens dataset, and on the sequential skip prediction task using user log data from Spotify and Deezer.
4.1 Synthetic data
4.1.1 Setting. We simulate a mixture of eight Gaussian distributions according to toy task (b) we have introduced in
section 3.3.1. WithX = (X1,X2) andY ∈ {−1, 1}, we define three interpretation subsets S1, S2, S3 = {X1}, {X2}, {X1,X2},
i.e. two univariate experts, f 1 and f 2, and one residual bivariate expert, f 3. We instantiate an interpretable two-layers
feed-forward network with 3 × 16 neurons on each hidden layer and ReLU activations and train it for a few minutes
until convergence using Adam [26] with default parameters2.
2 Our code repository: https://github.com/deezer/interpretable_nn_attribution
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4.1.2 Results. Except for a few misclassified edges points, this task is simple enough to be almost perfectly solved by
the network, as shown in figure 5 (RQ1). We see that the expected attribution (fig. 4) is obtained, the central clusters
are attributed to each univariate expert instead of using the expert with all input features (RQ2).
Fig. 5. Results on toy task (b) A sample input for toy task (b) is highlighted in the leftmost figure. Predicted labels are plotted with
a red colour for 1 and blue for −1. Selection values were passed in the alpha channel to highlight the attribution behaviour. In the last
plot, the selection values were passed to each colour channel: red ∼ S1, green ∼ S2, blue ∼ S3.
4.2 Collaborative filtering on implicit signals
4.2.1 Dataset. We evaluate our method on a more realistic collaborative filtering task (CF). We reproduce the setup of
NCF [15] and compare their method with an equivalent interpretable network. Specifically, we use the MovieLens 1M
dataset 3, containing one million movie ratings from around six thousands users and four thousands items. All ratings
are binarised as implicit feedbacks to mark a positive user-item interaction, while non-interacted items are considered
negative feedbacks. The performance is evaluated with the leave-one-out procedure, and judged by Hit rate (HR) and
Normalised Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG). Validation is done by isolating a random training item for each user.
More details can be found in the original paper [15] and [8].
4.2.2 Interpretation setting. In CF, a user u (resp. item i) is typically embedded into a latent vector pu (resp. qi ), and the
observed interactions are estimated via a similarity function. In NCF, the authors propose to replace the traditional
inner product by a neural network to compute similarities. Because of the projection on a latent space, CF is more
difficult to interpret than a content-based method that would only leverage the provided descriptive features for users -
age range, gender, occupation (cu ) - and movies - year, genres (ci ). A model merely treating user and item using
generic ranges (i.e. clusters) instead of personalised embeddings is however too coarse and underperforms.
Here, our method can be used tomix content-based and CF experts to discriminate interactions that can be pre-
dicted based on content, from the one that need an additional CF treatment to model users and items particularities. This
way, we can trace if an item is recommended because of its similarity among a generic item range (eg. similar to horror-
movies from the 90’s), a user range (eg. also liked by male viewers in their twenties), the combination of both, or beyond
using CF. To this end, we define four experts with S = S1, . . . S4 = {cu , ci }, {cu ,pu , ci }, {cu , ci ,qi }, {cu ,pu , ci ,qi }.
We use the multi-layered network version of NCF named MLP in [15], and parametrise pu ,qi ∈ R64, cu , ci ∈ R16,
and four hidden layer of sizes [512, 256, 128, 64]. The interpretable counterpart we dub Intrp-MLP, is build with the
same architecture but with masked weights2, which is equivalent to having four experts with hidden layer sizes
[128, 64, 32, 16].
3https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/1m/
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4.2.3 Results. As presented in table 1, our interpretable version of NCF-MLP achieves close performances to the control
non-interpretable model, with a 4% difference in HR (RQ1). This latter control model has a better HR and NDCG than
reported in [15], which can be explained by the addition of contextual features cu , ci and bigger hidden layers.
Contrary to section 4.1, we do not have access to ground-truth attributions to check our model interpretability. As
a simple proxy, we can check the attribution distribution on the test set for RQ2 (fig. 6). A first sanity check is that
attributions do not collapse to an unique expert and have a relative diversity. We also see that the pure content-based
expert (S1) is hardly selected, which is coherent with the underperformance of content-based models on this task.
Overall, we must underline that 66% of the items are predicted using the three first experts, for which an interpreta-
tion can be provided as either or both item and user will be described by generic features instead of a CF embedding:
e.g. the selection of S2 (resp. S3) indicates a similarity to the item cluster (resp. user), as movies from a specific year and
genre. The residual 34% are left for the CF expert (S4) when further personalisation is needed.
Model HR@10 NDCG@10 #Params
content-based 0.386 0.218 190K
NCF-MLP 0.715 0.438 890K
Intrp-MLP 0.678 0.406 782K
Table 1. Movielens-1M results As in [15], the metrics are com-
puted by sampling 100 random negative items and ranking the
left-out test element among them for each user. We include the
content-based model to highlight its underperformance. Fig. 6. Movielens attribution Histogram of maximum-
attributed experts (blue) and averaged attribution values (or-
ange) over the test set items.
4.3 Sequential skip prediction
4.3.1 Dataset. We study the task of skip prediction with two music sessions datasets. First, theMusic Streaming Sessions
Dataset [5]. This public dataset contains anonymised listening logs of users from the Spotify streaming service over an
8 week period. Listening logs are sequenced together for each user, forming roughly 150 million listening sessions of
length ranging from size 10 to 20. Sessions including unpopular tracks were excluded, limiting the overall track set to
approximately 3.7 millions tracks.
For the sequential skip prediction task1, a session (i) of length 2l (i) is cut in half, with the first half (referred to as
A(i) = A(i)1 . . .A
(i)
l (i )
∈ Rl (i )×f ) containing sessions logs, user interactions logs and track metadata, while the second
half (B(i) ∈ Rl (i )×д ) contains only the track metadata. The goal is to predict the boolean value labelled as skip_2
(Y (i) ∈ {−1, 1}l (i ) ) among the missing interaction features of B(i). We omit the indices (i) to simplify notations.
In addition to this dataset, we also use a private streaming sessions dataset provided by the music streaming service
Deezer. This dataset contains 10 million listening sessions of range 20 to 50 from a week of streaming logs. To have
a similar setup to Spotify, we extract random session slices of size 20 at each epoch, enabling to have virtually more
listening sessions. Without the anonymity constraint, this private dataset enables to use more features and to better
evaluate interpretations with tangible data that can be streamed and manually checked. This dataset notably includes
user metadata, including favourite and banned tracks, recently listened tracks, mean skip rate, user embedding, . . .
The difficulty of the challenge lies in the multitude of origins a skip can have. For instance, we can check that users
counterintuitively skip their favourite tracks with the almost same ratio as other tracks. Skips do not just signal a music
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a user does not like, they also happen when a track is liked by a user but streamed at the wrong time, or when a user
quickly browses the catalog, looking for a specific song, or just fresh content, or with connection errors or misclicks.
Conversely, non-skip are also implicit, sometimes the user is simply not there to change an unwanted track.
4.3.2 Metrics. We compute the accuracy (Acc) of correctly predicted skip interaction in each half-session B. We also
make use of the evaluation metrics introduced during the challenge, theMean Average Accuracy (MAA), to allow for
comparison. Average accuracy is defined by AA =
∑T
j=1 acc(j)L(j)/T , where T is the number of track to be predicted in
B, acc(j) the accuracy at position j, and L(j) a boolean indicating if the prediction at position j was correct. This metric
puts more weights on the first track of B than the last ones.
It is argued that in the context of a session-based recommender system, this unbalance is due to the fact that it is
more important to know if the next immediate track to be streamed will be skipped or not given preceding interactions
and prevent a bad recommendation in the nearest future. However, as we will see, this latter argument can be flawed
as first track prediction strongly depends on the blind continuation of interactions more than interesting underlying
mechanisms that combine multiple features, hence not always providing much information to improve recommendation.
We use the accuracy on the first immediate track (Acc@1) to highlight this effect. This question of relative relevance
of a skip to a context needs to be addressed to allow retroactive improvements of a recommender system, which could
be provided by the task we are trying to solve, skip interpretation.
4.3.3 Baseline. As we suggested, skips strongly depend on the persistence of skip behaviours. This can be interpreted
as users being active by blocks: once a skip is performed, there is a higher chance that a user will also skip the next
track while still on its app, and the other round, while not on the app, users may be more likely to tolerate an unwanted
song. Because of this effect, it is relevant to use a persistence model as baseline, returning the last known interaction in
A for all the elements of B. We additionally use a mean skip measure from A. We thus have two baseline predictors:
flast(A,B) = Al [skip] (17) fmean(A,B) =
1
l
l∑
j=1
Aj [skip] (18)
4.3.4 Experimental setup. We use a standard Transformer architecture [45], with 3 stacked identical self-attentive layer
blocks for the encoder architecture with key-values input A, as in the original paper, and 3 cross-attentive layer blocks
for the decoder with query input B.
For interpretation, we define 8 experts for the Spotify dataset (fig. 7), and 10 for Deezer (fig. 9). It must be underlined
that A and B do not have the same interpretation subsets on the first layer as some features are missing for B, the
session to be predicted without logged interactions. The method however remains the same in this heterogeneous case
to preserve dependencies: a link can be added between features based on Sx and Sy if and only if Sy ⊂ Sx .
We train all models using Adam with default parameters and learning rate set to 10−4. The learning rate is auto-
matically reduced on plateau up to 10−6. The two datasets are split in a 80-10-10% fashion for training/validation/test.
Because of the huge number of sessions, the models reach convergence on the training loss in around roughly two
epochs. We did not observe any overfitting effect, making it easy to control the optimisation.
4.3.5 Prediction performance (RQ1). Results for both datasets are given in table 2 and 3. Baselines models, though
parameter-free, are performing strikingly well on both datasets, especially on the first track prediction where the
continuation effect is the strongest. In both cases, our interpretable models have close performances to their non-
interpretable architecture counterparts, though losing around a point of accuracy.
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In the WSDM Challenge1, the evaluation was performed on a private and still inaccessible test set. However, the
results of our baselines and control Transformer model seem to be coherent with the reported results, our control model
would have been ranked to the fifth place of the challenge leaderboard.
Model Acc (%) Acc@1 (%) MAA (%)
random 50.0 50.0 33.1
last baseline 63.0 74.2 54.3
mean baseline 61.7 66.3 51.7
Transformer (128) 72.2 ± 0.2 80.0 ± 0.2 62.8 ± 0.2
WSDM leader-board* - 81.2 65.1
Interpretable Transformer (128) 70.9 ± 0.2 78.8 ± 0.2 61.1 ± 0.2
Table 2. Spotify skip prediction test results Numbers in parenthesis indicate the size of the hidden layer.
Model Acc (%) Acc@1 (%) MAA (%)
random 50.0 50.0 32.3
last baseline 69.0 77.9 60.8
mean baseline 70.1 73.3 60.9
Transformer (256) 78.9 83.4 70.2
Interpretable Transformer (128) 77.7 82.4 68.8
Interpretable Transformer (64) 77.4 82.3 68.4
Table 3. Deezer skip prediction test results Numbers in parenthesis indicate the size of the hidden layer.
4.3.6 Attribution distribution (RQ2). As in 4.2, we inspect the attribution distribution on the test sessions of Spotify (fig.
8) and Deezer (fig. 10). In both cases, there is a strong unbalance toward the simplest expert containing the interaction
data ofA. This results allows to confirms our initial intuition thatmost skips result from pure interaction patterns
and do not depend on other data. Those skips are not interesting for a recommender system as they do not tell much
about user preferences. For the Spotify dataset, subsets S3, S4 and S6 reveal that 25% of skips can be predicted from
the overall track metadata coherence, while being agnostic to the given skips in A, which hints at simple ways to
filter tracks in a candidate recommended session continuation B. For the Deezer dataset, the second most attributed
expert (S4) leverages a discounted skip rate measure that indicates a recent user-track affinity. We can conclude from the
attribution levels that this relative measure is a stronger indicator than a favourite track signal (S2) or overall popularity
(S3) to predict skips.
To illustrate the kind of interpretation we can get, an example of predicted session from Deezer is given in figure 11.
Quite typically, the S1 expert that only contains the given skip in A will have the strongest attribution for the first
track of B, corresponding to the continuation of the last two non-skips in A, but will vanish rapidly for the next tracks
in favour of more complex experts. In the middle of B, there is a Malaysian pop music, this rupture from the other
rock songs can be observed in the sudden attribution to S9, an expert based on musical data. Beyond simple cases of
interaction continuation or favourite tracks, our method can handle this kind of multifactorial session and provide an
insight on their nature.
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Fig. 7. Spotify interpretation subsets For each subset Si ,
the feature groups we include (i.e.X j ) are coloured. The groups
of input features drawn in purple are not available in B . Fig. 8. Spotify attribution Mean attribution value and mean
item-wise max skip attribution over 20′000 test sessions.
Fig. 9. Deezer interpretation subsets We mask all interac-
tions input features in B to preserve causality as in [5].
Fig. 10. Deezer attributionMean attribution value and mean
item-wise max skip attribution over 20′000 test sessions.
Fig. 11. Deezer skip prediction exampleWe have aggregated the attribution values for concision: persistence correspond to S1,
interaction are the aggregation of S2 to S5 and S8, musical to S6, S7, S9, the last expert with all features is hardly selected and hidden.
5 CONCLUSION
We introduce a novel attribution method that provides intrinsic interpretability by formulating a mixture of restricted
experts, where simple experts are prioritised over more complex ones. We evaluate our method on synthetic problems,
for which a ground-truth local attribution is available for comparison, and real-data tasks, aiming at predicting and
interpreting binary implicit signals. Our experiments demonstrate that not only our interpretable networks achieve
similar performances as their non-interpretable counterparts, but also help produce coherent interpretations that can
be used to better understand implicit data, and may be leveraged by recommender systems.
As mentioned, our main future direction is the extension of our method to learnable interpretation subsets, which
are currently fixed as hyper-parameters. Prior to this subject, a deeper discussion regarding the expected properties and
geometry of attribution solutions will be needed in the unsupervised case for local attribution methods.
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